Privacy Policy
General notification and mandatory information
The responsible office for data processing on this website is:
Karl Gotschlich GmbH
Schlosserei und Maschinenbau
Feistlgasse 6
A-1210 Vienna
Telephone: +43 1 2596518-0
Fax: +43 1 2596518-6
Email: office@gotschlich.at

The operators of this website take the protection of your personal data very seriously. We
handle your personal data confidentially and according to statutory data protection provisions
as well as this Privacy Policy. In most cases, it is possible to use our website without providing
personal data. If personal data (such as a name, address, or email addresses) is collected on
our website, it is always done on a voluntary basis as much as possible. This data is not
disclosed to third parties without your express consent. We would like to point out that data
transmission on the internet (e.g. while communicating by email) may have security
vulnerabilities. It is not possible to absolutely protect your data from third-party access.

Purpose and legal basis of data processing
The processing is required to perform the Agreement where the data subject is a contractual
party or to take actions prior to entering into the Agreement.
The processing also serves the purpose of offering other service offers related to the
Agreement.

Withdrawing your consent for data processing
Some procedures of data processing are only possible with your express consent. You can
withdraw at any time from consent that you have granted. An informal notification by email is
sufficient to withdraw. The legality of the data processing that was accomplished up to the
withdrawal remains unaffected by the withdrawal.
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Right to complain to the competent supervisory authority
As a data subject, you are entitled to a right of complaint to the competent supervisory
authority in the event of a violation of your data protection rights. If you believe that the
processing of your data violates data protection law, or that your data protection rights have
been violated in any other way, you can complain to the supervisory authority. In Austria, this
is the data protection authority.

Rights to data portability
You are entitled to the right to have data that we automatically process based on your consent
or to fulfill an agreement delivered to you or third parties. The data is provided in a machinereadable format. If you request direct transfer of data to another responsible party, it is only
done provided that it is technically feasible.

Right to information, correction, blocking, deletion
Under applicable statutory provisions, you have the right at any time to receive free
information about your stored personal data, its origin and receiver, and the purpose of the
data processing as well as a right to correction, blocking, or deletion of this data. You can
contact us at any time about this or about other questions on the topic of personal data using
the contact options listed in the legal notice.

Objection to promotional emails
The use of the contact information published on our legal notice by third parties for sending
unrequested advertising and informational materials is hereby explicitly prohibited. The
operators of the website expressly reserve the right to take legal steps in the event of
unsolicited sending of advertising information, such as by spam email.

SSL and/or TLS encryption
Our website uses SSL and/or TLS encryption for security reasons and to protect the
transmission of confidential contents that you send to us as the website operator. Hence, data
that you transmit via this website is not readable by third parties. You can recognize an
encrypted connection by the “https://” address line of your browser and by the lock symbol in
the browser line.
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Server log files
The website provider automatically collects and stores information in what are known as
server log files that your browser automatically transmits to us. These are: * browser type /
browser version * operating system used * referrer URL * host name of the accessing
computer * time of the server request * IP address. This data cannot be classified to specific
persons. This data is not combined with other data sources. We reserve the right to check this
data after the fact if we become aware of specific indications of unlawful use.

Cookies
Some of our webpages use what are called cookies. They are small text files that your web
browser stores on your device. Cookies do not damage your computer and contain no viruses.
Cookies help us to make our offer more user-friendly, effective, and secure. Most of the
cookies that are used are what are called “session cookies.” These cookies are automatically
deleted at the end of your browser session. However, other cookies remain on your device
until you delete them. Such cookies help us recognize you again when you return to our
website. With a modern web browser, you can monitor, limit or prevent cookies from being
set. Many web browsers can be configured in such a way that cookies are automatically
deleted when the program is closed. If cookies are deactivated, the result may be limited
functionality of our website.

Google Analytics (if present)
Our website (www.gotschlich.at) uses Google Analytics, a web analysis service of Google Inc.
(“Google”). However, we do not use any advertising functions and do not track your data
across devices by means of a user ID.
Google Analytics uses what are called “cookies,” small text files that your web browser stores
in your computer and make it possible to analyze website use. Information created by cookies
about your use of our website is normally transferred to a server of Google in the USA and
stored there.
IP anonymization (IP masking)
We utilize Google Analytics combined with the IP anonymization function. This guarantees that
Google shortens your IP address within the member states of the European Union or in other
contracting states of the Agreement on the European Economic Area before transferring your
IP address to the USA. There can be exceptional cases where Google transfers your entire IP
address to a server in the USA and shortens it there.
Google will use this information on our behalf to evaluate your use of our website, to compile
reports about website activities, and to perform other services for us that are related to
website use and internet use.
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Your (shortened) IP address that is transmitted from your browser using Google Analytics is not
combined with other data from Google.
Prevent Google Analytics cookies
You can prevent cookies from being stored by appropriately adjusting your browser software.
However, we point out to you that in this case you may not be able to completely use all
functions of this website. Moreover, you can prevent the data (incl. your IP address) created by
the cookie and related to your use of the website from being collected by Google and prevent
Google from processing this data by downloading and installing the browser plug-in available
at the following link (http://tools.google.com/dlpage/gaoptout?hl=en).
You can find more detailed information about Google Analytics’ terms of use and data privacy
protection at https://policies.google.com/?hl=en.
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etracker Analytics (if present)
Our website (www.gotschlich.at) uses etracker Analytics, a web analysis service of
etracker GmbH. However, we do not use any advertising functions and do not
track your data across devices by means of a user ID.

etracker Analytics uses what are called “cookies,” small text files that your web browser stores
in your computer and make it possible to analyze website use. Information created by cookies
about your use of our website is transferred to a server in Germany and stored there.
Pseudo anonymization and anonymization
When visitor data is stored, in particular IP addresses and device and domain data of visitors
are only stored in a shortened form and/or are encrypted so that it is not possible to make
conclusions regarding individual visitors. IP addresses are shortened at the earliest possible
point in time and automatically by default (privacy by design and privacy by default).
etracker obligates itself to never combine data from your browser collected by etracker
Analytics with other sets of data (e.g. to establish a connection between a person and their
data) or disclose the data to third parties.
Prevent etracker Analytics cookies
You can prevent cookies from being stored by appropriately adjusting your browser software.
However, we point out to you that in this case you may not be able to completely use all
functions of this website.
You can find more detailed information about etracker Analytics’ terms of use and data privacy
protection at https://www.etracker.com/en/data-privacy/.
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